Sto GraniTex

®

Facades

Textured wall surface finish

Interiors
Sto GraniTex® is a
lightweight, durable wall
finish with the stylish look
and feel of natural stone
providing long-term
performance and low
maintenance with a variety
of natural textures to
create a classically
elegant facade.

Sto Granitex® is an acrylic-based interior
and exterior wall finish, that can be used
in new construction or renovation. It is
spray-applied and designed to provide
the texture and appearance of natural
stone, but in a versatile lightweight
finish coating that may be used in
several Sto engineered wall systems.

StoVentec® Render
with Santa Rosa finish

StoTherm® ci Mineral
with Sandy Bottom finish

Sto GraniTex®
Textured wall surface finish

30165 Sandy Bottom

37

30164 Hallmark Gray

35

30157 Apricot Chalk

43

30166 Melon Gray

37

30170 Sumocha

23

30159 Diorite

38

30152 Shallow Water

25

30171 Santa Rosa

17

30172 Copperhead

17

LRV Light Reflective Value

Sto GraniTex®
Textured wall surface finish

30155 White Slate

39

30167 Fresh Flint

40

30156 Light Pepper

40

30150 Overcast

28

30163 Rich Pewter

32

30160 Chimney Hill

30

30173 Cold Spring

14

30154 Syenite

19

30161 Dusk Gray

25

LRV Light Reflective Value

Sto GraniTex®
Textured wall surface finish

Substance and Style
Features

Benefits

Variegated
aggregates

Cut stone and granite
look with less weight

Vapor permeable

Allows substrate to
breathe naturally;
resists blisters caused
by trapped vapor

Ready-mixed

Ready to use; no
additive needed;
easy application

Pure acrylic

Excellent adhesion

Water-based

Safe, non-toxic; cleans
up with water

ATTENTION
Sto products are intended for use by qualified professional contractors,
not consumers, as a component of a larger construction assembly as
specified by a qualified design professional, general contractor or builder.
They should be installed in accordance with those specifications and Sto’s
instructions. Sto Corp. disclaims all, and assumes no, liability for on-site
inspections, for its products applied improperly, or by unqualified persons
or entities, or as part of an improperly designed or constructed building,
for the nonperformance of adjacent building components or assemblies,
or for other construction activities beyond Sto’s control. Improper use
of Sto products or use as part of an improperly designed or constructed
larger assembly or building may result in serious damage to this product,
and to the structure of the building or its components. STO CORP.
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED EXCEPT
FOR EXPLICIT LIMITED WRITTEN WARRANTIES ISSUED TO AND
ACCEPTED BY BUILDING OWNERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH STO’S
WARRANTY PROGRAMS WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE FROM
TIME TO TIME. For the fullest, most current information on proper application, clean-up, mixing and other specifications and warranties, cautions
and disclaimers, please refer to the Sto Corp. website, www.stocorp.com.
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Sto GraniTex delivers incredible design flexibility that conventional
finishes simply cannot rival. With a variety of natural textures and 18
available color options, Sto GraniTex offers designers countless options
to achieve the look of stone at a fraction of the cost. Plus, it is as
durable as it is attractive, UV resistant and engineered for long term
performance and low maintenance. The sturdy and versatile finish is
ideal for new construction or restoration projects where continuation of
stone is needed. Sto GraniTex is compatible with Sto Panel Technology®,
StoPowerwall®, StoQuik® Silver, StoTherm® ci and StoVentec® Render.

